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The impact of COVID-19 on the transport connectivity in the South and 

South-West Asia: Lessons learnt and potential for building back better



Exposure of Freight Transport Sector to the COVID-19 Outbreak 
The case of South and South-West Asia Subregion 

• Transport has been among the most severely, directly and immediately impacted sectors due to
COVID-19
- The first reaction to COVID-19 was to impose restrictions on international transport through all modes – land,

air and maritime – to contain the spread of the deadly pandemic.
- Such restrictions were predominantly aimed at limiting passenger movement, but cargo traffic also got

affected.

• SSWA countries took steps to keep freight transport operational, for sustaining trade and to
ensure uninterrupted distribution of at least essential goods and medical supplies.

• Decline in cargo volume due to sharp contraction in trade led to substantial short-term
commercial losses to the transport sector.

• Despite steep decline in carriage loads and volumes of freight movement, many ports and
inland transshipment hubs of SSWA faced severe traffic congestion.
- General lockdown measures have had a crippling effect on the operating capacity of transport systems and

logistic services
- Shortage of manpower, additional quarantine measures etc. resulted delays in loading, inspection and

clearance, and disrupted regular operations

• COVID-19 disruptions to transport sector were most severe for regions with weak logistic
performance and trade/transport facilitation systems such as the SSWA subregion



Exposure of Freight Transport Sector to the COVID-19 Outbreak 
The case of South and South-West Asia Subregion 

ESCAP SSWA Office, with the technical support of Transport Division, took 
stock of the COVID-19 impacts on transport sector and made the following 
observations:   

• SSWA entered the lockdown with poor transport and logistics systems  

• Reduced operating capacities affected regular freight movements at 
ports and border-crossing stations 

• Lack of digital trade/transport documentation processes affected 
effectiveness of emergency transport measures 

• Heavy reliance on road transport for inland cross-border traffic denies 
advantages of inter-modal shifts of freight traffic 

• Infrastructural bottlenecks affect faster cargo inspection and clearance 

• Manual transshipment practices at border-crossings causes delivery 
delays 

• Better transit arrangements for LLDCs of the subregion are needed to 
ensure uninterrupted supply lines for essential goods 
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Some Learnings for South and South-West Asia Subregion 

Based on the learnings from the COVID-19 experience, some of the key reform priorities
for the SSWA subregion are:

• More infrastructure investments for modernized cargo tracking, inspection and
clearance for fast-tracking freight movement

• Move to more containerized cargo transport and usage of electronic cargo tracking
system for South Asia – avoid manual transshipment and multiple inspections at
borders, faster inspection of sealed containers

• Move to digital platforms for freight transport facilitation – reduce cost, speed-up
processes and minimal physical contact

• Sustain some of the good practices followed during the pandemic:
- Customs procedures were relaxed for medical supplies
- More rail services were initiated between India and Bangladesh to facilitate

movement of food and essential supplies.
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Long-term capacity building of the freight transport sector

Certain reform measures are needed to ensure the long-term resilience of
the freight transport sector, such as:

• Build Synergies between overlapping regional transport infrastructure
development projects
- Coordination between connectivity initiatives under SAARC, BIMSTEC, SASEC etc.

- Makes resource mobilization more viable

• Integrate trade and transport facilitation including paperless trade systems

• Develop institutional cooperation with the support of regional
organizations
- Adopt legal frameworks – conventions, transport agreements
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